Variance-Constrained State Estimation for Complex Networks With Randomly Varying Topologies.
This paper investigates the variance-constrained state estimation problem for a class of nonlinear time-varying complex networks with randomly varying topologies, stochastic inner coupling, and measurement quantization. A Kronecker delta function and Markovian jumping parameters are utilized to describe the random changes of network topologies. A Gaussian random variable is introduced to model the stochastic disturbances in the inner coupling of complex networks. As a kind of incomplete measurements, measurement quantization is taken into consideration so as to account for the signal distortion phenomenon in the transmission process. Stochastic nonlinearities with known statistical characteristics are utilized to describe the stochastic evolution of the complex networks. We aim to design a finite-horizon estimator, such that in the simultaneous presence of quantized measurements and stochastic inner coupling, the prescribed variance constraints on the estimation error and the desired performance requirements are guaranteed over a finite horizon. Sufficient conditions are established by means of a series of recursive linear matrix inequalities, and subsequently, the estimator gain parameters are derived. A simulation example is presented to illustrate the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed estimator design algorithm.